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Panelist Profiles

PANEL MEMBERS

the people who made the verdict!
A snapshot of the 30 leading executives who ranked India’s
top 30 B-schools in the B&E B-School Survey 2012-13
Keertan Adyanthaya,
MD, Fox International Channels
Keertan is in charge of the Factual & Lifestyle portfolio
of FOX International Channels in India including its
strong existing brands like National Geographic Channel and FOX Traveller. With a career spanning over 17years in allied fields of the media, he has earlier
worked at O&M and Mindshare in media planning
where he honed his analytical and strategic skills; followed by senior level assignments at Channel V, Star
News, VH-1 and Star Plus.

“Once you get a
2-year advanced education & knowledge, you should
gain confidence to
become a job creator
and not a job seeker”

“Employees today
need to consistently
come up with innovative ideas, take
ownership of the
business and then
drive it forward”

Pradeep Kashyap,
founder & CEO, mart
Pradeep Kashyap is Founder & CEO of MART, a leading
emerging market research and consultancy agency having a footprint in South Asia. MART has partnered with
many Fortune 500 companies for identifying business
opportunities in India, Bangladesh and Nepal using
community co-creation approaches. He is a global
thought leader widely known as the ‘Father of Rural
Marketing’ and has authored the most definitive book on
the subject used as standard text in leading B-schools.

“B-schools must provide a specialised entrepreneurship course, and a three month course is simply not going to be enough”
Ronesh Puri, managing director, Executive Access
Ronesh Puri – an industry stalwart – joined Executive Access in 1995 as a Senior Consultant
and then soon in the year 1997 took over as the Managing Director. Prior to this, he was an Advocate and a Banker. Ronesh today advises corporates, Chairpersons and Boards on key people
issues and plays an important role in conducting organization-wide SWOT analyses and management appraisals for his clients.
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“You ask a student what he wants to be 5 years hence.
He’ll say that he wants to be in general management.
No one will say that he wants to be an entrepreneur. ”
Anuj Jain, CEO, JSL Lifestyle (A Jindal Steel Group Company)
In his capacity as the CEO of JSL Lifestyle, Anuj Jain oversees all aspects of the business
starting from day-to-day operations right up to sales and marketing. He has more then 22 years
of experience during which he managed dynamic business functions for leading global conglomerates like GE, Samsung, Whirlpool and Videocon.

“Someone pursuing an MBA with no prior experience
and then making the entrepreneurial plunge almost immediately is more likely to fail”
Altaf Halde, MD (South Asia), Kaspersky Lab India
As MD, Altaf Halde is focused on developing Kaspersky Lab’s business in South Asian markets,
including India, Nepal, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka, through the formation of strong partnerships
with key clients, channel partners and industry associations. Halde is responsible for managing
channel sales activities and day-to-day business operations in South Asia.

“I have been going through the placement process
regularly from MBA institutes, The biggest challenge
we face is with respect to coming up with new ideas.”
Prashant Singh, VP & COuntry head, Royal Sundaram insurance
Prashant Singh is the Vice President and Country Head (FOS & Agency) of Royal Sundaram Alliance Insurance Company Ltd. He is credited with launching and establishing the Feet on Street
(FOS) model for Bancassurance and Open Market in less than 90 days. He also revamped the
agency channel thereby achieving 3 times the business growth in less than 3 years.

“Employees (in the IT sector) aren’t confident enough to
stand equal to their counterparts overseas & display the
spirit that we recognise as the entrepreneurial spirit”
Chandrakanth.b.n, co-founder & md, Theorem
Chandra has over 18 years experience in the IT industry across the US and India. Under his
leadership, Theorem India has managed to sustain hyper growth from a handful to 900 plus
people over the past few years and is constantly innovating best practices to drive efficiencies
and scale in the digital marketing space for marquee brands across the globe.
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Sharad Mathur,
Vice President-Retail,
SBI General Insurance
At SBI, Sharad is responsible for
building the Retail General Insurance business across India by
developing Bancassurance, Agency, Tele-marketing and e-Channel
Models. He is also concurrently
involved in spearheading the Rural Insurance business. His experience spans functions like business strategy, planning and development, human resources
planning and recruitment, product management, wide-ranging
distribution channel set up, marketing and profit & loss management. Sharad is a member of the
Bombay Management Association

“Business is no longer like it was pre1991, when success depended on
contacts with government and deeper understanding of
bureaucracy. Today,
it has a lot more to
do with ideation &
innovation.”
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Archana Browne,
VP, sales & Marketing, IRPPL

Sudarshan Mazumdar,
Country Head, California Almond Group

Archana Browne is the Vice President of Sales & Marketing for IRPPL – the corporate promoting brands
like The Great India Place and Worlds of Wonder in
Noida. With over 12 years of extensive experience in
the media industry, Archana is a seasoned marketing
professional, spearheading sales and marketing strategies to maximize the profitability for the company.
She is a keen strategist with a key focus on top and
bottom line profitability.

Sudarshan has ensured high volume growth for Californian Almonds in the last two years. Prior to this, he
was at Fortis where he built the brand from scratch.
At Fortis, he was a part of the growth team which
made Fortis the largest player not only in India , but
also took it abroad. An MBA from FMS, Delhi University, he has worked with Heinz, JWT, FCB and Lintas
where he handled Unilever’s personal wash brands
across Central Asia and Middle East.

“Risk taking ability is most important. Within
an organisation, you can be an entrepreneur
and you don’t need to start your own business”

“It’s the best time for entrepreneurs. You will
see the growth of a consuming class that’s actually going to buy products & have choice.”

Mudit Bhatnagar,
Deputy VP & Head marketing, dhfl

Ramandeep Singh,
head-hR, bharti airtel ltd.

Mudit spearheads various strategic marketing functions across four key business lines at DHFL – Home
Loans, Deposits, Insurance Services, Property Search
& International Business (UK & UAE). His job also involves managing. brand strategy and communication
along with CRM and Lead Based marketing across
multiple touch points and mediums. Mudit has been instrumental in launching Aadhar Housing Finance – a
collaboration between DHFL and IFC, Washington.

Ramandeep has 15 years of experience as an HR generalist in the Telecom, Technology & manufacturing
space at some of the most admired workplaces. AT
Bharti Airtel, he looks after leadership hiring, organisation design & WFP, employer branding, go-to campus strategy, hiring from top B-schools, TA process &
policy design and bench creation for leadership roles.
His expertise include strategic business planning, organisation design and corporate restructuring.

“From the beginning, it is very important for a
student to move from wearing a functional hat
to wearing a larger business hat”

“Once people have spent two-three years in
Airtel, we have policies wherein we encourage
people to set up their own ventures”

Sandeep Tyagi,
VP–HR, Videocon industries ltd.

Harinder Dhillon,
Senior VP, Raheja Developers

Sandeep holds a Masters degree in Business Administration from FMS, Delhi University. Prior to joining Videocon, he has worked in companies like Delphi, Xerox,
Bharti, Sony and Haier where he was heading the Human Resource function as Director – Human Resources. He has vast experience of 22 years in the areas of
Talent Management, Talent Engagement and Talent
Development.

An Economics graduate from Kirori Mal College and
MBA in Marketing & Finance from T.A. Pai Management Institute, Manipal. He’s worked for eight years
with ICICI Bank in retail banking. He’s held some key
positions at DLF City across the New Delhi Capital region. Harinder has been working for over five years
with Raheja Developers Ltd. In his capacity as Senior
Vice President, he looks after the sales and marketing
divisions at the company.

“India has huge diversity & disparity. Unless
future corporate leaders appreciate this, they
will be impaired in their decision making”

“In realty, every employee is an entrepreneur.
A lot of responsibilities & functional powers
are now being passed on to professionals.”

Vishal Sehgal,
head – corporate
relations, Metro
cash & carry
Vishal has been responsible for
strengthening the operations of
Metro Cash & Carry in a country where the wholesaler community posed unique challenges
to the business model. A key
strategist and manager, he has
also worked with ICICI Bank
and Dubai Development and Investment Authority. Vishal
holds a Masters in Public Administration degree from Harvard University.

“How many Bschools actually
teach irrationality? We tell them
that this is the
standard equation, this is the
output, et al. And
those are the irrational people who
will really change
the world.”
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BRIAN TEMPEST,
Chairman, Lancaster Univ. Mgmt. School

Soumya Kanti,
President, Educomp Solutions Ltd.
A management graduate from IIM-A, Soumya’s career
spans twenty four years in key responsibility positions
in various leading organizations. Under the dynamic
leadership of Soumya, Educomp has won several top
honours. He is a savvy, results-oriented leader and critical thinker with proven success in managing multimillion-dollar businesses across domains and regions. He
has been instrumental in pioneering the entire Public
Private Partnership (PPP) business of Educomp.

Akash Sureka,
MD & CEO, Hoopz
Akash is a strong believer in mobile and Internet technology and
has an experience of more than 12
years in the mobility and IT industry. As CEO of Hoopz Planet Info
Pvt. Ltd. his key role is to look after the complete technology development and 360 degree growth
of the organisation in terms of ecosystem build up.

“Colleges need to
identify potential
entrepreneurs and
give them every
possible support”

L.S. Krishnan,
business head,
Amagi Media labs
pvt. ltd.
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“Empathy, passion and fire in belly are the key
components of entrepreneurship. B-schools
must drive students towards their passion”
Anupam bansal,
Executive director, liberty group
Anupam has played a key role in building and creating
Liberty’s image from a family footwear brand to a
complete lifestyle brand, and has positioned the company as one that gives quality products at a mid-premium price points. He has been responsible for spearheading and creating a strong retail team for Liberty
Shoes. Anupam, as one of the key market activations,
re-christened his dealers as Channel Partners thereby, working towards establishing an interactive relationship through periodic Channel Partner Meets
which has proved to be strategically beneficial for the
both the parties. Liberty Group is the only Indian company amongst the top five
manufacturers of leather footwear in the world.

L.S. Krishnan, is a media and advertising professional with more
than 25 years of experience. LS
has now been roped in by Amagi
Media Labs in a senior leadership
position. A veteran with over 25
years of experience in Media, he
comes to Amagi from Sakal
group, where he was Business
Head. He started his career with
Times Of India’s Response department later moving to Fulcrum – JWT’s dedicated media
buying arm for Unilever brands.
LS entrenched himself in the online media space when it was at
a very nascent stage in India.

Sandeep Bhushan is Vice President – Digital at HT Media Ltd.
and heads the digital arm of the
group. He is responsible for managing key online businesses including Hindustantimes.com,
Livemint.com and Shine.com. His
stint with this media group dates
back to 2007. Before taking over
online initiatives he looked into
the marketing activities of Mint
first as a CMO and later the day
to day activities as a COO. He is a
management graduate from the
Indian Institute of Management,
Ahmedabad and has a strong
bent towards business strategy.

Dr.Brian Tempest currently advises companies, banks, investment funds, Private Equity & High Net Worth Individuals on their strategy in Asia based on his wide experience
in China, Japan, South East Asia and India. Brian has
worked for Ranbaxy since 1995, and held the position of
MD and CEO till 2005. He was then Chief Mentor and NonExecutive Director until 2008. He is one of the few expats
to have led a Sensex Nifty 50 Indian blue Chip MNC and as
a result has a valuable insight into India. Brian has also
worked for Glaxo as Regional Director.

dr. Alok
Bharadwaj,
Sr. VP, Canon India
Alok has been the driving
force behind sales, marketing, corporate planning &
brand building activities of
Canon in India for over a
decade now. He has successfully led the company
towards achieving exponential growth & market share
leadership in the printers
and camera segments in the
Indian market. Besides, Alok
handles copiers, consumer
imaging and information and
the direct sales divisions at
Canon. At present, he is also
the President of MAIT and
Chairman of CII’s National
Committee for office automation and imaging industry.

Dr. Chandan Chowdhury
in his current role, is responsible for driving
business strategy
through sales, business
development and consulting for all industry
solutions in India. In his
earlier roles, he has held
a number of senior management positions in
leading companies. He
was holding the position
of Country Manager,
Strategic Accounts, Softdr. Chandan
ware Group at IBM where
Chowdhury,
he was responsible for
MD, Dassault systems, driving all IBM software
brands including industry
india
solutions in the public
sector and a select set of corporate accounts. Dr. Chandan
is MS (Mechanical) and a double Doctorate and is an excellent blend of corporate experience and academic values.

V. Balakrishnan,
director, Infosys
Balakrishnan fondly remembers being called Nostardamus by senior Bank of
America executives; for he
actually predicted the 2008
financial crisis 6 months before it happened! Bala
joined Infosys in 1991. His
contribution towards steadying & steering the Infosys
ship has been exemplary; be
it w.r.t. the company’s India
IPO in1993, first overseas
listing in 1999, three sponsored secondary offerings
or its first acquisition in
Australia. He voluntarily
stepped down from the CFO
position this month to allow
younger talent to rise.

Nipun Singhal,
President, Lloyd Electric & Engineering

Sandeep
Bhushan,
VP-Digital, HT
Media Ltd.

Nipun is a scholar and a marketing professional who has
held several senior management positions in consumer
durable & appliance companies for the last 15 years. He is
currently heading Lloyd Electric & Engineering Company.
Under him, the Lloyd brand has become recognized as one
of the premier makers of LCDs, air conditioners and heat
exchangers in India. The company has today become the
largest supplier for heating ventilation, air conditioning &
refrigeration equipment to the Indian Railways and defence amongst many other clients in India and overseas.
Buoyed by initial gains in the air conditioning space, the
company announced its entry into the LCD and LED segment some time back.
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Dheeraj Chadha,
head–marketing, Voltas
From the computer networking industry to consumer durables to the advertising world, Dheeraj has acquired a dynamic and varying industry experience at a very young age.
A good mix of business excellence, marketing skills and experience makes him a versatile and effective marketer.
Dheeraj is known for his fresh perspective and rational approach coupled with impeccable delivery and execution.
These qualities draw an instant buy-in. He always maintains complete tranquillity despite the fast-paced pressure
environment. All Voltas, Dheeraj is responsible for the company’s over all marketing strategy.

Dhananjay
Chaturvedi,
MD, Miele India
Dhananjay Chaturvedi presently heads Miele’s operations in India. He joined
Miele with over 25 plus
years of varied experience
across diverse industries including paints, electrical,
consumer electronics and
appliances. Prior to joining
Miele, Dhananjay was involved with LG India since
its inception in India in
1997. He played a key role
in the rollout and evolution
of the company and the
brand. During his decade
long tenure at LG India, he
was Business Group Head –
Modern Trade & Institutional Sales. He has multicultural experience with extensive business travel
across Europe and Asia Pacific including Australia.

As the Founder & MD of
Zicom Electronic Security
Systems, Pramoud oversees strategic planning,
local and International
partnerships, acquisitions,
marketing, sales, technical issues and the branding of the company. He
founded the company in
1995 and took it from being just another telecommunications start-up to
India’s foremost authority
in electronic security. He
Pramoud Rao,
has also been the brain beMD, ZICOM
hind taking Zicom public by
listing it on the New York
Stock Exchange. Rao is motivated by the prospect of
making security solutions affordable and technology
driven, thereby ensuring every home and office in India
“feels safe”. With a good mix of customer focussed, emotional quotient and business centric strategic approach,
Pramoud propelled Zicom to a dominant status in the
Electronic Security Market and now competes with the
likes of Bharat Electronics Limited.

Danish Khan, VP Marketing,
Sony Entertainment television
Danish is a sociology graduate with a postgraduate degree
in management, with a major in marketing. He has over 10
years of experience in the telecom, advertising & television
industries. After having worked with Koshika Telecom, Grey
Worldwide and Sony Entertainment Television, he joined
MAX in 2002; when MAX won ICC Cricket telecast rights at
what everybody considered a ridiculously high price. In
2008, he moved to Sony Entertainment Television, where
he currently heads marketing & strategic planning.
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Aneesh Khanna,
senior vice president, IDBI FEDRAL
LIFE insurance
Aneesh heads the marketing, product management and service quality
functions at IDBI Federal Life Insurance. He has
worked across various
functions such as sales,
marketing, product management and operations
in organisations such as
Standard Chartered
Bank, IDBI Principal Mutual Fund, Kotak Life Insurance and IDBI Bank.
Aneesh is a graduate of
Indian Institute of Management – Kolkata and
has over 12 years of experience in the financial
services sector.

